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Abstract:
Parody may be understood as the absorption of a revolutionary impulse into the
everyday production of meaning as continuous variation and soft subversion.
Considered in this way, parody is transformative because it operates on the components
within a system of meaning and/or the context, logic or spatial perspective that grounds
the possibility of meaning. It is the conditions under which shared meaning, sense and
sensation depend that I aim to unpack in order to suggest the ways in which parody can
alter a person’s relationship to the world. Approaching parody as a mode of lived
abstraction and an embodied approach to affective self-organisation, body-environment
co-construction and a challenge to identity, it becomes possible to move from formal
concerns to a set of transformative practices. Thus parody indicates where the anchors
of embodied, embedded, extended, enacted and affective are dug in and hold identity
and the ground of meaning in a steady state. This article examines how parody moves
from the impulse to overthrow and invert – ‘Beneath the street, The beach’ – to a
collective impulse that moves the ground of meaning into a reconfigurative process that
is allows totalised systems of meaning to collide and intersect. What is left is not the
rubble and ruins of meaning but revitalised fragments, stems cells of meaning ready-tobe-remade. A lineage of parodic works will be paraded and discussed that directly
address the tacit relation of ground, horizon, orientation and position. This parody
parade will form the basis of a critique and the analysis of the ontological orientations
that for example, opposing systems of perspective insert as the very ground of
meaning. The implication leads to the assertion that all descriptions of the world,
universe and the cosmos are parodies in search of an origin.
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To the very the ground of meaning
Parody has come a long way from being understood an imitative and satirical
reformulation. This paper will argue that today parody and its close relative, irony are
transformative operations. In order to usher in of a new order of new meaningful
consequences, parody treats original works as ready-mades, ready to be remade,
revised or re-contextualised. While within a tradition or genre a specific work might
act as an original site of meaning, the conditions by which these meanings come to
have meaning are either tacitly accepted or blend imperceptibly into the background.
The ‘ground’ of meaning consists of the conditions that make meaning possible by
forming a context and spatial frame of reference. This paper will unpack how a frame
of reference operates through a discussion of systems of perspective and the
ontological perspectives they exemplify. The assertion is that images of the origin and
composition of space are themselves parodic works. The parody of a totalised image
of space and its operating system (perspective) affects the relationship of human and
non-humans to each other and the world.
The proposition is to examine how descriptions of the universe constrain the
production of meaning. This is clearly a field of relationships ripe for parody.
Particular attention will be paid to especially when the trajectory of parody,
understood as a variation of an original form, morphs into the affects of lived
abstraction. That is to say, parody can be considered an embodied practice of the
forming of forms. This embodied practice operates in relation to the discursive forms
as they are distributed and change over time as well as the way in which the selforganisation of the human, both as organism and as person inseparable from the
surrounding environment experiences and acts upon the experience of forms and
formal relationships. This is what is meant by lived abstraction—that ideas are
experienced and as such, inflect the modes of persistence and change of which they
are part. As a result, it matter is I believe the sun revolves around the earth or the earth
around the sun, even if they look almost the same and especially if that particular
totalised image determines how and where I look for answers.
An elegant way of intensifying William James’s radical empiricism and plugging
philosophy back into lived experience is the term Technologies of Lived Abstraction
coined by Brian Massumi and Erin Manning as the title of a book series at MIT. In
their proposal for the series, they suggest that lived abstraction occurs by ‘performing
one’s pre-determined positioning in such a way as to subvert it and open new
possibilities. The theoretical privileging of performativity dovetails with the growing
importance of interactivity in creative production’ (Massumi and Manning 2007).1
The pre-Socratics, grouped together because these poet-philosophers understood the
inseparability of idea and actuality, offering elemental models that were literal and
metaphoric. To the pre-Socratics, the world as water, or as fire, etc., suggested that the
best model of the world was the world. The inaccessibility of an absolute through any
rationalisation of totality means that paradox confronts us at the foundation of
existence. Perhaps as Heraclitus proposed, one cannot step into the same waters twice
because the world is the fire of change and logos. Even more enigmatic is the
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realisation of Heraclitus’s student who stated that one cannot step into the same
waters even once, because the world is not even identical to itself.
This paradox sets up an unresolvable tension between form and process, diachronic
and synchronic experiences of time and the notion of the one and the many. For
Heraclitus’s student such a realisation left no further recourse but to remain silent. In
Greek mythology Silenus, the teacher of Dionysus, knew the secret of life was that it
were better never to have been born, and remained drunk and beside himself in order
to endure the secret knowledge. His destiny was to live a parodic version of life, while
his pupil Dionysus embraced and revelled in the aliveness of the existential quandary.
If one cannot embrace the paradox of existence and the ground of meaning is swept
away, then living is transformed into the Sisyphean task of repetition and difference,
endlessly deploying the rules against themselves.
Parody has become a way to engage with paradox generating variation in order to find
new modes of existence. In the latter part of the 20th century, parody took on a
renewed resistance to absoluteness and aspirations to overthrow political resoluteness.
Arthur Kroker describes Camus as an emblem of the possessed individual at the end
of modernism: ‘the thinker who made of his own intellectuality and of his deeper
subjectivity an experimental zone for abuse value, for introducing a great unsettling
reversibility into the dialectic of reason’ (1992: 11). This great unsettling, which
becomes visible at the end of modernism, develops into the serious play (Hutcheon
1985; 1992) in the second half of the 20th century. May ’68 might be seen as a parody
of revolution. The absorption of revolution into a parodic expression is one of the first
instances of a dispersed parodic impulse that replaces the constant modernist
overturning of world orders. Before ’68 the battle over meaning in the western world
still desires a unified front. After ’68, grandeur was on its last footings and fragments
of civilisation in ruins were no longer reminders of Arcadia but of things to be thrown
back at the architects of society who were not in the panopticon tower. What is
perhaps unique to the slogans of May ’68 such as (‘Beneath the street, the beach’ –
written on the walls in Paris) is that the revolutionary rhetoric is coupled with literary
construction and also rings of the new advertising and political sloganism that is to
become the genre of the ‘sound bite’ in later decades. The ‘beach beneath the streets’
signals a new mode of resistance that welds the power of a Copernican revolution to
the imagery of surrealism. The result is not just a critique; it is the transformation of
the poetic violence of parody into a proliferation of networks.
Parody becomes generative when it can be understood as the absorption of a
revolutionary impulse into the everyday production of meaning: when it becomes
continuous variation and soft subversion. There is a tendency within parody (and
irony) that resists as it engages, critiques as it produces and petitions through
repetitions. This might be tracked through formal exchanges (within a defined domain
of meaning production) to the soft subversions and molecular revolutions that are
taken up as everyday practices. Parody absorbs revolutionary impulses and disperses
them into everyday forms as continuous variation. If this proposition is taken
seriously, then parody enters into the molecular scale of soft subversions, which
Guattari suggests involve the disorganisation of physiological, biological and
behavioural status quo in order to keep at bay the institutional and internal controls
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that ‘capture and neutralise new virtualities’ (2009: 132). This places the site of
resistance well within the confines of the subject where, for example, quelling fascism
resides at the heart of self-organisation and individual conscience. Molecular
revolution operates at a scale that is impossible to understand causally since it has
been dispensed, like aerosol, into atmospheric and environmental conditions. Parody
understood as soft subversion emphasises embodied action and intensify the role of
context, environment (horizon, worldview, etc.) for the production of alternative
ecologies of meaning.
To track the contemporary aerosol version of parody would require and analysis of
relational networks across scales of action that register as lived abstraction, it is
important to revisit the unceasing parade of formal (parodic) manoeuvres across
generations of composition and turns of phrase, genre jumping or sampling of
identifiable bits/bites. Before the idea of parody as impulse, parody as absorbed
revolutionary engagement and parody as the everyday condition of meaning, it is
worth letting parody float past so that it is possible to observe how the physical
operations become accepted as models of conceptual reformulation.
What follows is a running commentary on two sequences in the history of parody:
compositional variation through inversion and subversion of form; and, performative
variation and the movement towards soft subversion. Attending the parody parade is
necessary in order to observe the contours and the extreme edges of parodic practices
and the movement of parody from a critique of meaning to an embodied and
collective ethos. Once this procession has been re-viewed, it will be possible to
analyse the use of totalised images of space to alter the conditions of meaning.
Parody Parade
Compositional variation
One of the early examples in which a composition works against its context can be
found in Pliny’s account of the rivalry between two Greek painters, Zeuxis and
Parrhasius, in the fifth century BC:
This last, it is recorded, entered into a competition with Zeuxis, who produced a picture
of grapes so successfully represented that birds flew to the stage-buildings; whereupon
Parrhasius himself produced such a realistic picture of a curtain that Zeuxis, proud of
the verdict of the birds, requested that the curtain should now be drawn and the picture
displayed; and when he realized his mistake, with a modesty that did him honour he
yielded up the prize, saying that whereas he had deceived birds Parrhasius had deceived
him, an artist (Wade and Hughes 1999: 1115-19; Pliny 1952: 309-11).

The context for the painting competition in 5th century BC was already a metadiscourse on painting itself, in which the world of perception is used to comment
upon the metaphysical. Even at the beginning of painting, what lay outside the work
impinged on the perception and understanding of the work, particularly when
attempting to present the imperceptible through formal elements and composition.
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Gertrude Stein’s notion of composition as explanation (Stein 1970) means that the
juxtaposition produces affects that are as meaningful as analysis and argument. This is
a strategy embraced in the visual art as a mode of engagement that produces tradition,
critique and subversion. A significant moment of revolution in the use of composition
in visual art is arguably Raphael’s Fire in the Borgo (1514). Raphael’s fresco is
thought to be one of, if not the first Mannerist composition, which both deploys and
undermines high Renaissance composition and style. The Fire, one of many in the
Raphael’s Stanze cycle of murals commissioned by Pope Julius II, depicts the chaos
of putting out a fire and Pope Leo IV’s benediction, which purported to contain the
fire. The composition is significant because it inverts classical or high Renaissance
formula in which the subject of the painting occupies prominent central space of the
panting and whose size in the composition is prominent and indicative of significance
of the subject (see figure 1).

Fig. 1. Geometry of classical composition (drawing by author)

The composition of Fire in the Borgo uses the classical pyramid to structure the
composition; however the formula is inverted by Raphael’s placement of the Pope at
the apex of the pyramidal composition on a balcony far in the distance. The manner
was classical but the inversion would have been intensely experiential and politically
charged. It is important to note that there is a high degree of correspondence between
perspectival geometry and compositional form in that the central pyramid is meant to
bridge the physical and metaphysical domains.
The development of visual compositional strategies continued through the use of a
trope such as the reclining nude. The trope becomes a template for re-vising and reenvisioning the value of the painting. A Google search of reclining nude will gather
onto numerous pages in no particular order a procession of images of painting,
sculpture, photographs in all versions of the reclining nude tradition. The litany of
artists begins in the Renaissance and should include Titian, Veronese, Cranach,
David, Goya, Ingres, Canova, Manet, Magritte, Modiglini to Witkin, Barney,
Morimura and Mel Ramos’s Playboy-esque version of Ingres’ Odalisque. The
Guerilla Girls directly quote Ingres’s Odalisque replacing her head with a gorilla’s.
These tropes make it easy to track the link between form and idea, familiar language
and new proposal. This changes in the late 19th century when visual formal elements
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extend outside the frame and take on political and social resonance as with Manet’s
Olympia.
The endless variations on a theme reveal the collective impulse to work on a shared
form or template. The reclining nude in the late 20th century becomes a barometer for
measure changes to the politics of identity and gender deploy normative situation and
compositions to critique and rebuild meaning. Gordon Bennett’s painting Self Portrait
(But I always wanted to be one of the good guys) (1990) uses Colin McCahon Victory
over Death 2 (1970) with the gigantic words ‘I am’ literally writ large across the
composition. Bennett’s revision goes beyond engagement with a formal tradition,
extending into the political resonance of appropriation for post-colonial cultural and
personal identify. In this instance, parody touches upon the ground of meaning in one
of its nascent forms, identity-making.
Alongside Bennett’s struggle for personal and cultural identity, the work of Janine
Antoni explicitly raises issues of identity and gender. Antoni’s Gnaw (1992)
comments upon and inverts the cube sculptures of Donald Judd, Tony Smith and Carl
Andre from the 1960s by replacing the withdrawn intensity of brute metal or stone
with a 600lb block of chocolate and lard gnawed at the corner by the artist. Antoni
collapses the distance of the personal and the political and inverts the theatricality of
minimal objects, turning them back into maximal objects, pointing outwards as well
as inwards. The complex space of Gnaw addresses the lived experience of history of
ideas as both social history and personal identity. Although gestures in painting are
read as action, Antoni’s marks are of a different register, which points to the power of
the ‘performative’ when engaging with the lived experience of the past and the history
of ideas.
Performative variation
Whereas the last collection of works clung to formal elements and contexts of the
artwork to run the turbine of parody, the next series of works emphasises performance
/ re-performance and the collective and distributed tactics operating today. This move,
away from formalism to the movement of thought, repositions parody as an impulse
absorbed into the fabric and conditions of daily life. However, the movement of the
public sphere into the molecular life of decision-making constitutes life on new terms
and pushes the use of appropriated forms and gestures reaches to a dizzying pace.
The parodist tendency takes off in the wake of Magritte and begins to show signs of
dispersing into shared subject matter and collective practices, rather than being
confined to a slower moving conversation passed from one work to another. For
example, the grid and the cube as common subject operated as this type of collective
site of inquiry and reiteration in the 1960s, just as perhaps endless videos versions of
cats and mash-ups of celebrities operate today.
Reperformance constitutes a bridge between formal approaches to parody and the
dissolution of parody into multiple parodic movements. More than just a mechanism
for keeping live works alive, reperformance is a form of parody as serious play
enabling a fresh re-entry into processes, ideas and situations. Taking embodied ways
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of knowing as the primary approach, reperformed works enter into history as living
rather than archived entities. Here reperformance draws upon the conundrum that
Borges in Pierre Menard, Author of Quixote (1962) presents (1972: 45-57). The
fictional work is written as a review of a Pierre Menard’s book, in which we learn the
author is a minor 18th century French novelist, whose book is word for word exactly
the same as Cervantes Don Quixote, written in 1602. As Borges observes, Menard’s
effort to go beyond translation to re-create the work, the identical work is not identical
since it contains all that has happened since 1602.
Similarly, the reperformance of Valie Export’s works offers a strong example of how
the forms of a work are transformed by the materiality of the context in which is it
reperformed. The transformation (of artist and audience) occurs though
recontextualised embodied experience and through trans-mediation of experience
through technology. The first was Marina Abramovic’s re-performance of Valie
Export’s Action Pants: Genital Panic (from 1969) as part of 7 Easy Pieces at the
Guggenheim in 2005.2 Abramovic’s reperformance too constitutes a reinsertion into
the flow of history and the problem of understanding a work, a form a word a gesture
as it persist and changes across time. The other reperformance is of Valie Export’s
work ‘Touch Cinema’ (1968) by Eva and Franco Mattes -aka-0100101110101101org
(2007). In 1968 Valie Export wore a box on her torso that had a fabric front through
which people on the street were invited to insert their hands. Mattes’s work takes
place online in Second Life, transducing the work from one media to another,
complicating the notion of near-far, public-private, cinema and touch and the body-asbattleground.
The last float on the parody parade is reserved for the people. The people’s float is the
unofficial entry in the parade. It consist of the revolutionary impulse poured into reactiviation of activism using performance art (e.g. the Occupy events) and hackivist
platforms that deploy a mixture of social media, hacking proficiency, bullying tactics
and pranksterism. Collectives such as Anonymous, like the Situationists before them,
have a leadership group and a loose anarchic organisational structure. But unlike the
Situationsist, they mobilise large number of people instantly across the internet to
inflict denial-of-service actions on a person or organisation. The forms they use are
significant only as quantum of impact and are not chosen to engage with a particular
discourse. The Guy Fawkes mask, a recognisable image of anonymity, fits well with
their information freedom fighting PR image. Their targets are not confined to one
area of concern but are more topical and opportunistic, attacking government
agencies, religious groups (notably Scientology), child pornography sites and
copyright agencies and even weighing in on the Charlie Hebdo incident publically
announcing war on the terrorists via Twitter.3
Whether hactivists are tricksters or cyber-terrorists, the dispersed nature of the
movement indicates the extent to which the collective impulse absorbs the history of
compositional and performative appropriations to have an arsenal of ready-to-hand
responses. The form these responses take is connected to but not limited by their
histories. The reassertion of anarchy indicates an absorption and redistribution of
parodic techniques within an ever-widening range of contexts.
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At this point, the parody parade breaks down, the crowd merges into the procession
and the Mardi Gras begins. There is only dancing in the streets and variations,
revision, versions, perversions and new verses flicker back and forth. The forms no
longer hold or need to hold our attention. The game is quick and fast and if you lose
your breath you lose your turn. The parodic enterprise moves from a formal game of
moving pieces to an impulse inflecting movements. The impulse intensifies through
the performative power of the image (Bolt 2004). With increased dispersion and
distribution, the parodic impulse is more readily absorbed and deployed to inflect
existing forms.
The movements of parody – from public discourse to the habits of attention—
ultimately reduce to caricatures of parody. What is left to be examined are the ways in
which totalized images, which make meaning possible, organize the direction of the
possible and the potential. It is the ground of meaning that must now be excavated and
rendered perceptible.
To vary the ground of meaning
We seem to always come back to the rushing water’s edge with Heraclius and his
student leaning against the tipping point where a thing is not even identical with itself:
the same, different – a hallmark of parody. The question becomes whether consensus
is a sufficient condition to provide a groundwork from which one may speak.
Alternatively, the dissolution of grand narratives has dissolved the ground into a
mosaic of shifting sands, multiple dimensions and descriptions of the unified field.
This section of the paper will be devoted to how parody engages with the contexts
(the links between physical space and historical, culture and social ties) that ground
meaning. Once parody moves away from composition and composing content to
focus on the movement within and across realms of activity it begins to operate on the
conditions of meaning. One way that the conditions of meaning can be made
perceptible is to analyze the use of totalized images. Once multiple systems of
coherence are understood to co-exist, they can be supplanted, imported, collided and
merged to warp the rules of engagement with and experience of the shared and coconstructed world.
Objects can import systems of relation and reference even when they are just thrown
into a space. For example a soccer ball thrown into a living room immediately reorganises the space into goals, mid-field and in and out of bounds.4 A person, attuned
to this possibility can use an object to open prefigured spaces, confuse perceptual and
conceptual understandings and forge unanticipated relationships. The objects covers
over an existing set of relationships with another where the elements of one realm of
spatial organisation can impose itself on other spaces.
However, it is less easy to conceive of an example where the context is imported to
reorganise the relationship between agents, objects and the environment. At this
junction, art can mobilise the context making its meaningful potential palpable. For
example, Duchamp’s Door, 11 rue Larrey (1927) is arguably an object. It is also an
architectural feature. In either case, doors are on the verge of being part of the
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background of a space and, in contrast to a ball, is not easily imported into a space to
change its meaning. This particular door located in the corner of the room, can be
latched into one of the two doorframes on either side. This allows the door when in
the shut position on either wall to also be open. It also means that, when it is not
latched into a doorframe on either side, the door is in a constant paradoxical state of
both opening and closing (Keane 2013: 76-83). Perhaps the movies help us visualise
what the parodic engagement with the context would look like. The Truman Show,
caricatures the importing of a context to ground the conditions of meaning while A
Beautiful Life dramatizes the ability to weave a set of relations that can re-interpret
one’s perception of the environment.
One of the earliest instances of such a re-contextualising project is Manetti’s The Fat
Woodcarver (1480). The story recounts a prank carried out by Filippo Brunelleschi
and his circle intended to punish Grasso, the fat woodcarver, for not coming to dinner
with the group one evening. The vendetta they devised was that Grasso ‘be made to
believe he had become someone else called Matteo, who was known to some of them
and to Grasso as well, but who was not part of the intimate group of friends who used
to dine together’ (Manetti, 1994: 171-212). The issue of context, in which a field of
meaningful relationships and meaningful consequences is established, always depends
upon the ability for identity to be formed against a background and persist over time.
The way a person understands and experiences a totalised image of the world
becomes an invisible scaffold that supports the possibility maintains a high degree of
correspondence between reason and sensation-perception. By playing with the rules
of apportionment, (how things relate to each other as well as the scale, degree and
qualities of their relationships), innocuous village streets appear to be “what one has
always known” (in the case of Truman) and concentration camps appear to be the
ground of elaborate games (in the case of A Beautiful Life). These fabrications attest
to the power that manipulations have by acting upon the way body-environment is
coupled and co-emergent. Manifesting a new set of apportionments re-organises links
between individual, collective and environment, that support and constrain what a
person can think, do and say.
The following discussion suggests that any image of the origin of space is itself a
parody, a model in search of an origin and an endeavour that can only parody the
attempts to construct an origin. Unlike parodies which use the form and relationships
of established conventions and traditions, parodies of the “ground of meaning” hold
forth in an earnest, straight-faced manner without a trace of irony. It is this tendency
and aspect of parody of the condition of meaning that is most far reaching,
particularly if it goes unattended, inhibiting it as a resource for invention.
Perspective as grounded meaning
Systems of perspective link an understanding of the origin of space to the experience
and meaning of space. I propose that systems of perspective tend to emphasise two
types of connection between the lived world and the origin of space. First, is the
perspective system that originates beyond the horizon which envelopes the world and
structuring the gaze. I have called this system of received perspective, the production
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of space through hearsay. The second is a system of perspective that is formed and
driven by an agent as a centre of action in the world. I have called this system of
infinite expansion, the production of space through heresy.
El Lissitzky was one of the artists in the Suprematist movement (founded in 1913 by
Kasimir Malevich). Lissitzky devised a perspective system at the beginning of the 20th
century that directly addresses how meaning is tied to the conception of space. His
diagram (see figures 2 and 3) contrasts eastern and western perspective systems with
the Suprematist vision of perspective. The marked and important difference is that the
Suprematist perspective begs the question as to the status of the artwork as artefact
and object in an environment. Eastern and western perspective both require the viewer
to disregard the perspective image as an object and participate in the perspective laid
out in the image.
The diagram exposes two systems of perspective that were transposed into the
technology of the cameras lenses. The Convex lens refracts parallel rays of light
making them converge at a focal point. This produces an image, which corresponds to
the western system of perspective. The concave lens will refract parallel rays so that
passing through the lens they will diverge and never intersect. This corresponds to the
eastern system of perspective typical of Chinese brush paintings, particularly
landscapes.

Fig. 2. Drawing of Lissitzky’s Suprematist perspective (drawing by author)

Lissitzky’s diagram contrasts the perspective typically found in Chinese drawing with
perspective found in Da Vinci’s Last Supper. Regarding the middle rectangle, which
has an X across it, Lissitzky asks where the tip of the pyramid lies (1992 [1925]: 35258).
Is the depth implied by the frame or in the viewer’s space in front of the picture
plane? The answer betrays the system with which one is currently participating, while
at the same time it allows a switching from projecting pyramid to receding pyramid to
occur perceptually. This highlights how the conventional nature of seeing and reading
is aligned with, or confounded by, our situated activity of ‘looking’.
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Fig. 3. Convex lens beside a drawing of Lissitzky’s example of a western perspectival image from
Leonardo and the Concave lens beside a drawing of his example of an eastern perspectival image from
Chinese painting. (Drawing by author)

Suprematist perspective draws attention to bodily orientation prescribed by
conventions of perspective and formalised in European and Chinese camera lenses.
The resulting ontological perspectives (presented below) demonstrate how positioning
oneself in relation to a projected origin and its consequent events shapes a person’s
sense of the limits of possibility. Suprematism would ignore the demands of
conventional perspective systems and extend the visual pyramid to infinity. Lissitzky
invoked the mathematical metaphor of imaginary numbers to propose how
Suprematism would accomplish this feat. The indefinite space made possible in front
and behind the picture plane utilises the affects, which imaginary or irrational
numbers afford to us. His installation and essay of the same name: ‘Proun: not world
vision but world reality 1920’, already begs the question of an interspace, where
culture and biology meet (Lissitzky 1992: 347-51).
Hearsay and heresy
The sketches below transpose Lissitzky’s diagram into images of the way a person is
positioned by the ‘ontological perspectives’, rather than to show the resulting visual
image as it would look through the camera lenses. Upon scrutiny, perspective systems
and, in fact, all optical apparatuses are built around worldviews. They have been
assigned value-charged names suggestive of the way in which both of these systems
capture and position a person in the world: hearsay and heresy. They map the
revolutionary power of inverting the origin of space.
The first ontological perspective, a Western perspective produced by the European
camera, which uses a convex lens, supplies a mechanical and cubic perspective that
recedes from the picture plane towards the horizon. This perspective constructs a
symbolic system of relations that originates beyond the horizon and projects from the
vanishing point to include all that we see. Persons (treated as objects) are positioned
as mirror reflections of this system and produced as a result of its program. This
worldview aligns with a Lacanian notion that attributes to the world an all-seeing
capacity, in which a person is always already subsumed under the ubiquitous stain of
the gaze (Lacan 1981: 75). This perspective epitomises hearsay evidence. Received
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knowledge and the organisation of meaning exist before us, come from beyond our
reach and subsuming us by providing a pre-stated world to inhabit.

Fig. 4. Hearsay: Classical western perspective proposes that the centre of space originates beyond the
horizon and move towards the individual (corresponds to convex camera lens) (Drawing by author)

The Eastern perspective, produced by the Chinese camera, uses a concave lens, also
objective and mechanical, to suggest a world that curves back towards the person,
pulling on the horizon seemingly to envelop the seeing subject. This perspective
implies an existentially constructed experience that originates in the site of the person
and emanates outward in all directions. This perspective is consistent with a notion of
generative centres of activity and with the individual relationship one has with the
production of space and meaning in a shared world of infinite centres of action. This
is heresy in relation to the idea of an orthodox, universal condition of existence and
meaning.

Fig. 5. Eastern perspective system places perceiver at the origin and centre of the image, which warps
and wraps around the individual (corresponds to the concave camera lens used in China). (Drawing by
author)
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One way of determining which ontological perspective is being presented is to track
the spatial conventions within an image, text or scene. The designation of left and
right, up and down in movies, plays, installations, images, texts, alphabets and writing
systems organise the movements of perceiving, reading and writing in relation to
ontological perspective. Conceptualisations of the origins of space are already
parodies. They develop one possible relationship to the idea of space by formalising
the relationship that is philosophical. That is why totalised concepts of space are
parodies – of forms of the search for an origin and the paradox of making new
versions for which there is no original.
Parody can be understood as a process of repositioning what seem to be given. In
order to dismantle the systematic coupling of body to world, one might try to see
oneself seeing. Lacan in his discussion of the gaze, defines the ‘stain’ as the impact of
the gaze upon the function of the eye, ‘marking the pre-existence to the seen of a
given-to-be-seen’ noting, all that is left of the ‘gaze’ is a series of stains that conflict
and compete to colour a person’s worldview. This is the way any object can import a
system of meaning through visual and spatial relationships. Lacan proposes that the
presence of the stain ‘escapes from the grasp of that form of vision that is satisfied
with itself in imagining itself as conscious’ and aligns the recursion (seeing oneself
seeing), and the sleight of hand that seeks to avoid the function of the gaze, which
circumscribes us as beings who are ‘looked at without showing us this’ (1981: 74-5).
Ontological perspectives, and the political-spatial scenarios of right and left that they
proliferate, may be considered historical artefacts of the cosmological stain of
worldviews upon the organism, the person and the grid of existential relationships.
Radically different notions of ground, origin, position (site and situation) and mobility
can be extrapolated from each system. Lissitzky suggested that we have ‘forgotten the
mechanical and systematic nature of the Western camera accepting it as the structure
of reality’ (1992 [1925]: 353) and understood the embodied implications when he
asserted a notion of ‘plural creation’ in PROUN, acronym for ‘Project for the
Affirmation of the New’:
The surface of PROUN ceases to be a picture and turns into a structure round which we
must circle … circling round it we screw ourselves into the space. PROUN is leading
us to the construction of a new body. It creates aims. … It introduces plural creation,
where a new creative whole is produced by each variation and it begins to become a
model of 3-D space and goes on to construct all the objects of everyday life (1992
[1920]: 347-48).

The development of the continual reconfiguration that Lissitzky promised through
Suprematism that is ‘new with each variation’ connects the continuity and differences
that rise and fall with each step. Lissitzky’s plural creation affirms the new through a
diagrammatic way of living, in which the act of diagramming literally connects forms,
materials and meanings across perceptual and conceptual registers. This mode of
learning is a researching of one’s attachment and engagement with the structure and
organisation of the world. Such a practice would necessarily acknowledge the
material of social change that is configured and distributed through the daily
enactments of body-environment. Parody therefore may be understood as a powerful
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mechanism of inversion and revision that also takes place behind gestures, practices
and forms in order to grope towards new ecologies of meaning.
The plural creation of Lissitzky is not unlike philosopher William James’ multiverse,
or biologist Stuart Kauffman’s adjacent possible6, and is related to what Darwin
called pre-adaptation which Stephen Jay Gould re-named as exaption (Gould and
Vrba 1982: 4–15). Each of these concepts points to the recalibration of what is
possible. Through these conceptions of world process, the forms and the manoeuvres
of parodic works and parodic impulses may sometimes pertain to contexts that are not
yet present and events that have not yet happened.
Running aground
Parody moves. It has ushered in the shift from metaphysical systems (absolute) to the
historical (political) systems and, finally, to its dispersion into the embodied and
molecular. It has been a story of formal engagement, imitation, satire ridicule,
adaptation, translation, quotation, appropriation and serious play. It has been an
infrastructure for dissent and resistance and a collective site for communal discussion
and the forum for mob mentalities. The internet is just one site where the more
general dispersion of parodic ethos is evident. This dissolution of parody as a
composition and formal engagement has given way to parody as an approach to
performativity through a recombination of shared images and the reconfiguration of
oneself in relation to others and to history. It moves toward operations more akin to
diagramming (connecting modes of meaning-making) than to re-presenting. Parody is
now part of the repertoire of generative tools and processes that organise and deploy
images, gesture, language and spatial forms to become an infrastructure for selfinvention.
Perhaps meaning must be run aground. This is one way to respond to the prescriptive
power of totalised images. To make totalising images productive as modes of
existence, current theories of cognition and niche construction views of biology may
prove viable and promising. Both approaches describe how the organism and the
environment co-construct and shape the features of the world. Both emphasise the
way perceptions are enacted. Knowledge of the world must transform into learning
about the world; disciplinary research must become daily research. Where one lives
and breathes must become plural creation.
The strategies of deconstruction, aligned with those of parody, infiltrate and take over
texts from the inside, ‘showing how they [the texts] cannot totalise the vision they
proclaim’ (Phiddian 1997: 681). This textual strategy can be absorbed into embodied
and situated processes of diagramming, literally becoming a generative parody of selfinvention. If one takes up diagramming as a way of enlivening connections, a shift
toward the molecular ensues. The implications of a molecular revolution mean that
we cannot observe the world without changing it. Action that generates momentum
and shapes the shared world constitutes a new form of democratised labour. At this
micro level of world-forming, embodied acts of perception, attention and awareness
are the site of self-invention, co-emergence and collective individuation.
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Parody has become a form of forming. It affords the production of the new in order to
move through art and literature, across mass media and the internet of things into an
embodied daily research and daily practice. Connecting the operations of meaning
with the operations of biology amplifies the production of lived experience. A
movement, from one embedded object/network to the next level of embeddedness,
must use paradox as the engine of deregulation and increased connectivity. Initially,
this means movement across the boundaries of a work and its context, persons and
their environment. Eventually, as this capacity is absorbed into the experimentation
and production of living, it transforms into a generative activity fuelled by the energy
of paradox – of being and not being; of A equal to A and not equal to A; of the one
and the many; of being in two places at the same time …
There is no longer any reason for ontological perspectives to be adhered to; they no
longer have purchase on the collective lived experience. In the beginning there was
parody. The world is constituted in every moment ‘as the familiar passes through
itself’ (Arakawa and Gins ctd in Benjamin 1994: 73). The parodist makes images of
totality collide and lived experience bloom. The possible is re-constituted. Rather than
sustain ourselves on inadequate descriptions of the world, parody grinds down
paradoxes to feed life’s green fuse.
Endnotes
1. This paper sets out the aims of the book series and contextualises the relational
approach taken in research-creation.
2. Marina Abramovic’s Seven Easy Pieces 2005 performed at the Guggenheim, NY
consisted of her reperforming Bruce Nauman’s Body Pressure (1974), Vito Acconci’s
Seedbed (1972), Valie Exports’s Action Pants: Genital Panic (1969), Gina Pane’s
The Conditioning (1973), Joseph Beuys’s How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare
(9165) and two of Abromivic’s own works Lips of Thomas (1975) and Entering the
Other Side (2005).
3. It seems entirely appropriate that a good source for finding up to date information on
Anonymous is Wikipedia, at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymous_(group)
4. In Brian Massumi’s discussion of the logic of relation, he notes that Michel Serres,
Bruno Latour and Pierre Levy all use the example of a soccer ball to discuss the
relation of subject to object and individual to collective. In particular it is the way an
object participates in a system of relations that it brings to bear upon a space in which
it is inserted (See Massumi 2002: 68-88; 71).
5. James, W 1979 [1895] The Will to Believe, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 43;
Kauffman, S 2000 Investigations, New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press.
(‘Adjacent possible’ is discussed throughout the book but the first mention is on p.
22)
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